ABSTRACT. All simple weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces over affine Lie algebras are classified.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to complete the classification of all simple weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces over affine Lie algebras. This is a natural class of representations which contains all integrable highest weight modules as well as the integrable loop modules with finite dimensional weight spaces. The integrable highest weight modules were the first class of representations over affine Lie algebras to be extensively studied, see [K] for detailed discussion of results and further bibliography. In [C] Chari classified all simple integrable weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces over the untwisted affine Lie algebras. V. Chari and A. Pressley, [CP2] , then extended this classification to all affine Lie algebras. The results of [C] and [CP2] state that every simple integrable weight module is either a highest weight module or a loop module; in particular, the study of loop modules was initiated. In the 1990's V. Futorny began a comprehensive program studying weight modules over arbitrary affine Lie algebras. Here are just a few of the major results of this program: in [F1] all parabolic sets of roots are described; the corresponding parabolically induced modules are studied in [F2] , [F3] , and [F4] ; in [F5] all simple weight modules of nonzero level with finite dimensional weight spaces are classified; in [FKM] categories of parabolically induced modules are studied. For a nice exposition of Futorny's program, see [F6] . Still, the problem of complete classification was beyond reach until O. Mathieu, [M] , classified all simple weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces over simple finite dimensional Lie algebras. Following Mathieu's work Futorny in [F6] and Futorny and Eswara Rao in [EF] stated a number of conjectures whose solution would be a major step towards solving the general classification problem. Finally, we mention that S. Berman and Y. Billig, [BB] , constructed a class of simple parabolically induced modules with finite dimensional weight spaces, the so called exp-polynomial modules.
We obtain our main result in three steps. First we establish a parabolic induction theorem which effectively proves Futorny's conjecture that every cuspidal weight module, i.e. every simple weight module which is not parabolically induced, is dense for modules with finite dimensional weight spaces. Next we use an analog of Mathieu's localization functor to establish that every cuspidal weight module is the twisted localization of a simple parabolically induced module. Finally, we study the parabolically induced modules to 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 17B10, Secondary 17B67. Research supported by NSERC. describe what twisted localizations can be applied and to identify the resulting cuspidal modules. This scheme is very similar to the one followed by Mathieu. The major difference is that in step three we make extensive use of the constructions of Berman, Billig, Chari, and Pressley, as well as of Mathieu's classification to solve the difficult problem of identifying the simple constituents of twisted localizations of parabolically induced modules.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains background material. In Section 2 we establish a parabolic induction theorem which reduces the classification problem to classifying all cuspidal weight modules. We also prove that every weight module with bounded weight multiplicities has finite length. In Section 3 we prove that every cuspidal weight module is the twisted localization of a simple parabolically induced module. We also provide an example of a simple graded module over an affine Lie algebra which remains simple when considered without the grading. In Section 4 we prove the main theorem which provides the complete list of cuspidal weight modules over affine Lie algebras. In particular, we show that the twisted affine Lie algebras do not admit any cuspidal weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces.
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Notation. The ground field F is algebraically closed of characteristic zero. We denote the nonnegative real number by R + and the nonnegative integers by Z + . The linear span of a subset X of a vector space over a monoid S is denoted by X S .
BACKGROUND RESULTS
1.1. Categories of weight modules. Let G be a Lie algebra and H be a self-normalizing abelian subalgebra acting semisimply on G. Then G decomposes as
where h, x] = α(h)x for every h ∈ H * }. The subalgebra H is called a Cartan subalgebra of G, (1.1) -root decomposition of G with respect to H, and
is the set of root of G with respect to H. Denote by ∆ re the set of roots α ∈ ∆ for which Qα ∩ ∆ = {±α} and the subalgebra of G generated by G α + G −α is isomorphic to sl 2 . If α ∈ ∆ re , then both G α and G −α are one dimensional and we fix nonzero elements e α ∈ G α and f α ∈ G −α , which we refer to as root elements corresponding to α and −α respectively. We also assume that e −α = f α . (M) , where ∆ f (M) and ∆ i (M) consist of the roots whose corresponding root elements act locally nilpotently and injectively on M respectively. If the module M is clear from the context we may write ∆ f and ∆ i instead of ∆ f (M) and ∆ i (M) 
for every λ ∈ Supp M and every n ∈ Z.
1.2. Affine Lie algebras. We recall the the construction of affine Lie algebras and fix notation. For more detail, see [K] . Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra with non-degenerate invariant sym-
where x, y ∈ g, m, n ∈ Z, and δ i, j is Kronecker's delta. The form ( , ) extends to a nondegenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form on A(g), still denoted by
If σ is a diagram automorphism of g of order s then σ extends to an automorphism of
where ζ is a fixed primitive s th root of unity. The twisted affine Lie algebra A(g, σ) is the Lie algebra A(g) σ of σ-fixed points of A(g). Note that
g¯j is the decomposition of g into σ-eigenspaces. The restriction of ( , ) to A(g, σ) is a nondegenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form for which we will use the same notation.
If h is a Cartan subalgebra of g, then h ⊕ FD ⊕ FK is a Cartan subalgebra of A(g). Furthermore, σ preserves h and h σ ⊕ FD ⊕ FK is a Cartan subalgebra of A(g, σ). For the rest of the paper h denotes a fixed Cartan subalgebra of g, G denotes A(g) or A(g, σ), and H denotes the corresponding Cartan subalgebra of G.
2
The Lie algebra G admits a root decomposition
To describe the root system ∆ of G, let δ ∈ H * denote the element with
, denote the nonzero weights of the g0-module g¯j by∆¯j and set∆ = ∪¯j ∈Z/sZ∆j . Note that for
2l , ∆ =∆¯0 is the root system of g0 and for G ∼ = A (2) 2l ,∆ is the non-reduced root system BC l . The decomposition H = h ⊕ FD ⊕ FK (respectively, H = h σ ⊕ FD ⊕ FK) allows us to consider∆ as a subset of H * . The root system ∆ decomposes as
where
are the imaginary roots of G and the real roots ∆ re are given as follows.
2 One can consider the cases of A(g) and A(g, σ) simultaneously by taking σ to be the identity in the case of A(g). We will distinguish between the two cases in the hope that this improves the clarity of the text.
For every real root α ∈ ∆ re , rα ∈ ∆ with r ∈ R if and only if r = ±1. Moreover, dim G α = 1 and there exist elements e α ∈ G α , f α ∈ G −α , and h α ∈ H, such that (e α , h α , f α ) is an sl(2)-triple. For the rest of the paper we fix such elements e α , h α , f α for every α ∈ ∆ re and assume that e −α = − f α , h −α = −h α , and f −α = −e α .
A subset Φ of ∆ is called a base of G if every element of ∆ can be written uniquely as an integer combination of elements of Φ in which either all coefficients are non-negative or all coefficients are non-positive. The elements of Φ are called simple roots, the roots which are expressed as non-negative combination of simple roots -positive roots, and the roots opposite to positive roots -negative roots. Every affine Lie algebra admits a base, all bases are conjugate under the action of W × Z 2 , and every base consists of real roots.
We will also need the definition of Heisenberg algebra. It is the Lie algebra H with basis {X n , D, K | n ∈ Z} and commutation relations
The subalgebra FX 0 ⊕ FD ⊕ FK is a Cartan subalgebra with respect to which H has a root decomposition with root system {nδ | n ∈ Z\{0}}. For uniformity of notation, we write
we consider H as the affine Lie algebra corresponding to a one dimensional (abelian) Lie algebra.
1.3. Parabolic subalgebras. Following Bourbaki, [Bo] , we call a subset P ⊂ ∆ parabolic if
A parabolic subset P defines a parabolic subalgebra P of G by setting
are the Levi component and the nillradical of P respectivelly. A parabolic subalgebra for which P ∩ −P = ∅ is called a Borel subalgebra. If Φ is a base of ∆, the set of positive roots is a parabolic subset of ∆.
The parabolic subsets of roots of affine Lie algebras were described explicitly by V. Futorny in [F1] . Below we provide this classification in slightly different terms. For details, see [DFG] .
Denote by Q the root lattice of G, i.e. the abelian group generated by ∆. Let V = R ⊗ Z Q be the real vector space spanned by ∆. Every linear function ϕ : V → R determines a decomposition
We call a decomposition of the form (1.5) a triangular decomposition of ∆. Clearly, the set ∆ + ⊔ ∆ 0 is a parabolic subset of ∆. A parabolic subset of ∆ of the form (1.5) is called principal parabolic subset. It is not true, however, that every parabolic subset of ∆ is principal. Indeed, if
is also a parabolic subset of ∆ which is not necessarily principal. Theorem 4.13 of [DFG] implies that every parabolic subset of ∆ is of the form (1.6). For convenience we provide the statement of Theorem 4.13 of [DFG] (i) P is principal and δ ∈ ∆ 0 ; (ii) P is principal and (Z \ {0})δ ⊂ P; (iii) P is not principal.
The subalgebras (1.3) defined by parabolic sets from cases (i), (ii), and (iii) of Proposition 1.7 are called standard, imaginary, and mixed type parabolic subalgebras of G respectively. We also use the terms standard, imaginary, and mixed type Borel subalgebras when P ∩ (−P) = ∅.
It is not difficult to notice that the triangular decomposition (1.5) is not uniquely determined by P. However, there is a unique triangular decomposition (1.5) corresponding to P for which ∆ 0 is minimal. For the rest of the paper by a triangular decomposition of ∆ corresponding to P we will mean the one with minimal ∆ 0 . It turns out that standard and imaginary parabolic subalgebras of G give rise to simple weight G-modules with finite dimensional weight spaces, while mixed type parabolic subalgebras do not. For this reason we will concentrate on studying standard and imaginary parabolic subalgebras corresponding to principal triangular decompositions (1.5).
If B is a Borel subalgebra of G then B is standard if and only if B admits a base, i.e., there exists a base Φ of ∆ for which P is the corresponding set of positive roots. Furthermore, a parabolic subalgebra P is standard if and only if it contains a standard Borel subalgebra.
Consider a triangular decomposition (1.5) of ∆, the corresponding parabolic subalgebra P, the Levi component L of P, and the nillradical N + of P, see (1.3) and (1.4). If P is standard, then ∆ 0 is a finite root system and L is a finite dimensional reductive Lie algebra. If P is imaginary, then ∆ 0 is the union of root systems of affine Lie algebras, possibly equal to ∆ im . The algebra L in this case is a subfactor of a direct sum
where each L i is isomorphic to an affine Lie algebra or to the Heisenberg algebra.
1.4. Parabolically induced modules. Let P be a parabolic subalgebra of G with Levi component L and nillradical N + . Recall that Q denotes the root lattice of G and denote the root lattice of L by Q 0 . If N is a weight L-module whose support is contained in a single Q 0 -coset λ + Q 0 ∈ H * /Q 0 , then N can be endowed with a P-module structure with the trivial action of N + . Set
Among the submodules of M P (N) which intersect trivially with N there is a unique max-
The following proposition is straghtforward. Proposition 1.8. Let N be a weight L-module whose support is contained in a single Q 0 -coset. Then
Next we recall a result due to Berman and Billig, [BB] . 
Loop modules.
We recall the definition and some properties of loop modules. For more detail, see [C] , [CP1] , [CP2] .
Let G = A(g), let V 1 , . . . , V k be weight g-modules, and let a 1 , . . . , a k be nonzero scalars. Following Chari and Pressley we define the loop module
is completely reducible and decomposes as a direct sum of finitely many isomor- 
admits an endomorphism compatible with σ if and only if the modules V 1 , . . . , V k come in r-tuples of isomorphic modules and for each r-tuple the corresponding scalars a 1 , . . . , a r are multiples (with the same scalar) of the r th roots of unity. We denote the corresponding endomorphism of L a 1 ,...,
1.6. Localization. Elementary properties. Let us first recall the definition of the localization functor of weight modules. For details we refer the reader to [De] and [M] .
Denote by U the universal enveloping algebra U(G) of G. For every α ∈ ∆ re the multiplicative set
In what follows we recall the definition of a generalized conjugation in U α introduced in [M] . For x ∈ F and u ∈ U α we set
where (
. Since ad( f α ) is locally nilpotent on U α , the sum above is actually finite. Note that for x ∈ Z we have
where u ∈ U α , v ∈ M, and v x stands for the element v considered as an element of
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 1.11. In the category of all U α -modules we have
Remark 1.12. We will often consider D α and Φ x α over more general categories of modules. Note that, D α M is well-defined for any G α -module M, and Φ x α N is well-defined for any U (G α 
In what follows we set D x α M := Φ x α (D α M) and refer to it as a twisted localization of M.
PARABOLIC INDUCTION THEOREM
2.1. The roots of the nillradical of a standard P. If P is a standard parabolic subalgebra of G corresponding to the triangular decomposition (1.5), then ∆ 0 is a finite root system and L is a finite dimensional reductive Lie algebra. Fix a Borel subalgebra B of G contained in P with base Φ = {α 0 , . . . , α l }. Assume that α i ∈ ∆ 0 if and only if i ∈ I ⊂ {0, . . . , l} and set J = {0, . . . , l}\I. Let (2.13)
where W L denotes the Weyl group of L. Clearly Φ P does not depend on the choice of B ⊂ P. Let, furthermore, C + P = Φ P Q + denote the cone generated by Φ P , considered as a subset of the Q-vector space ∆ Q . Finally, denote by Q P the abelian group generated by Φ P .
Proposition 2.14. For any standard parabolic subalgebra P ⊂ G with δ ∈ ∆ + the imaginary root δ belongs to the interior of C + P . The group Q P has a finite index in Q. Moreover there exists a constant N G depending on G only such that for every ν ∈ Q and every standard parabolic subalgebra P we have
Next we show that Φ P spans ∆ Q . Set
If, on the other hand, j ∈ I ′′ , then there exists β ∈ Φ P such that (α j , β) = 0. Note that s α j (β) ∈ Φ P and we have
Using the assumptions on α i and α j we conclude that (α i , α j ) = 0. Thus we obtained that the sets {α i } i∈I ′ are {α j } j∈I ′′ ∪J are orthogonal. Since I ′′ ∪ J = ∅ we conclude that I ′ = ∅. In other words, for every i ∈ I there exists β ∈ Φ P with (α i , β) = 0. Consequently,
which concludes the proof that Φ P spans ∆ Q . Combining this with equation (2.15) we obtain that δ belongs to the interior of C + P . The abelian group Q P has a finite index in Q because Φ P and ∆ generate the same Q-vector space. Moreover, equation (2.16) shows that if we denote the least common multiple of the denominators of the fractions
with i ∈ I and β ∈ Φ P such that (α i , β) = 0 by N P , then N P ν ∈ Q P for any ν ∈ Q.
For β = w(α j ) with w ∈ W L and j ∈ J we have
where π : ∆ →∆ is the natural projection. This equation shows that if we define N G as the least common multiple of the denominators of all fractions in the set
then N G ν ∈ Q P for every ν ∈ Q and every standard parabolic subalgebra P ⊂ G.
Existence of extreme weights.
Proposition 2.17.
Proof. We consider separately the cases when δ ∈ ∆ 0 and δ ∈ ∆ 0 .
Case 1: δ ∈ ∆ 0 . We assume without loss of generality that δ ∈ ∆ + . The parabolic subalgebra P is standard and Proposition 2.14 applies. Using the notation of Proposition 2.14 we observe that (λ + C
We are going to construct a sequence λ 1 , . . . , λ N of weights in Supp M such that (2.18) ( 
Since the abelian group generated by Φ P has finite index in Q we conclude that the set (λ N + Q + ) ∩ Supp M is finite, where Q + is the Z + -cone generated by ∆ + . This means that the set (λ N + Q + ) ∩ Supp M has a maximal element λ 0 with respect to the order given by Q + , i.e. λ 0 + β ∈ Supp M for every β ∈ ∆ + . 
If λ 0 + β ∈ Supp M for every β ∈ ∆ + , then we are done. Otherwise, there exists λ 1 = λ 0 + β 0 + n 0 δ ∈ Supp M for some β 0 ∈∆ + and some n 0 ∈ Z. If λ 1 + β ∈ Supp M for every β ∈ ∆ + , then we are done. Otherwise, there exists λ 2 = λ 1 + β 1 + n 1 δ ∈ Supp M for some β 1 ∈∆ + and some n 1 ∈ Z. Note that, for every β ∈ ∆ + we have λ 2 + β ∈ (λ 0 + (Q + \(∆ + +∆ + )) + Zδ, i.e. λ 2 + β ∈ Supp M. This completes the proof.
2.3. The sets ∆ f and ∆ i .
Proof. The case β 1 = ±β 2 is easy, so we may assume that β 1 and β 2 are not proportional.
Consider 2 and Z is contained in the center of K. Fix λ ∈ Supp M and consider
is a subset of the roots of K ′ and ∆ f is a subset of the roots of G. This implies that it suffices to prove the theorem for the K ′ -module M 0 instead of the G-module M. For the rest of the proof we assume that G is a semisimple Lie algebra of rank two or G is an affine Lie algebra of type A (1)
If β 1 , β 2 ∈ ∆ re and β ∈ (Q + β 1 + Q + β 2 ) ∩ ∆ re , then it is obvious that β 1 , β 2 ∈ ∆ i implies γ ∈ ∆ i . Now assume that β 1 , β 2 ∈ ∆ f but γ ∈ ∆ i . Note that the cone C generated by ∆ i intersects ∆ re in ∆ i . Hence ∆ i = {±γ} or ∆ i is contained in the set of roots ∆ B of a standard Borel subalgebra of G.
Consider first the case when ∆ i = {±γ}. Since (γ, β 1 ) = (γ, β 2 ) = 0 is impossible, we assume that (γ, β 1 ) = 0. The subalgebra of G generated by {e β 1 , f β 1 } is isomorphic to sl 2 , which implies that for every λ ∈ Supp M the set
is a set of integers symmetric about zero. Furthermore, for any µ ∈ H * , µ ∈ Supp M if and only if µ + γ ∈ Supp M. Fix λ ∈ Supp M and consider the sets (2.20) corresponding to λ and λ + γ. We have 2((λ + γ)
which shows that they cannot both be symmetric about zero which is a contradiction with the assumption that ∆ i = {±γ}.
Consider now the case when ∆ i is contained in the set of roots ∆ B of a standard Borel subalgebra of G. By choosing appropriately the Borel subalgebra B we can assume that {β 1 , β 2 } forms a basis of B and γ ′ = s β 1 (β 2 ) ∈ ∆ i . Proposition 2.17 implies that there exists λ ∈ Supp M such that λ − α ∈ Supp M for every α ∈ ∆ B . Fix a nonzero vector v ∈ M λ and denote by M ′ the G-module generated by v. Then M ′ is a highest weight module with respect to the Borel subalgebra B opp opposite to B. Furthermore, Supp M ′ ⊂ Supp M is finite in the direction of β 1 and sl 2 -representation theory implies that m = 2(λ,β 1 ) (β 1 ,β 1 ) ∈ Z − and the vector v ′ = e m β 1
is a highest weight vector of M ′ with respect to the Borel subalgebra s β 1 (B opp ). Since γ ′ ∈ ∆ i we conclude that s β 1 (λ) + nγ ′ ∈ Supp M ′ for every n ∈ Z + . Again sl 2 -representation theory implies that Supp M ′ is s β 1 -invariant, which using that γ ′ = s β 1 (β 2 ) gives
which contradicts the assumption that β 2 ∈ ∆ f . This completes the proof.
2 then ∆ f and ∆ i are one of the following (i) ∅; (ii) P ∩ ∆ re for a principal parabolic subset P of ∆; (iii) ∆ re .
Proof. Easy exercise. Proof. We consider two cases.
Case 1. For every β ∈ ∆ re the set β + Zδ intersects both ∆ f and ∆ i . Consider the decomposition∆ =∆ ′ ⊔∆ ′′ , where∆ ′ = {β ∈∆ | β + nδ ∈ ∆ f for large enough n ∈ Z + } and∆ ′′ = {β ∈∆ | β − nδ ∈ ∆ f for large enough n ∈ Z + }. (If G is twisted, we assume that β + nδ ∈ ∆ in the formulas above.) Corollary 2.21 implies that both sets∆ ′ and∆ ′′ are symmetric, i.e.∆ ′ = −∆ ′ and∆ ′′ = −∆ ′′ . Furthermore, Proposition 2.19 implies that both∆ ′ and∆ ′′ are closed. Since∆ is an irreducible root system, we conclude that∆ ′ = ∅ or∆ ′′ = ∅. Without loss of generality we assume that∆ ′′ = ∅. Then we set (2.24) Case 2. There exists β ∈ ∆ re such that β + nδ is contained entirely in ∆ f or in ∆ i . Set
Again Proposition 2.19 and Corollary 2.21 imply thatP is a parabolic subset of∆. Furthermore, it is clear thatP\(−P) ⊂∆ f and (−P)\P ⊂∆ i . Then (2.25) implies that P M is a parabolic subset of ∆ which satisfies (2.23). It remains to show that P M is a proper subset of ∆. This is equivalent to showing thatP is a proper subset of∆. The latter statement follows again from Proposition 2.19 and Corollary 2.21. Indeed, the decomposition
The assumption thatP =∆ then leads to
Each of the three set on the right hand side above is a symmetric closed subset of∆ and they commute among themselves, i.e. the sum of two elements from different sets is never in∆. The fact that∆ is an irreducible root system implies that two of them are empty. By assumption then we have that∆ equals either∆ f or∆ i , which contradicts the assumption for Case 2.
For the rest of the paper, given a G-module M ∈ W sh , we fix the parabolic subalgebra P M corresponding to the parabolic subset P M defined by (2.24) or (2.25) depending to which of the two cases above applies.
Remark. In [DMP] an analogous parabolic set for finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebras is defined simply as ∆ f ∪ (−∆ i ). The presence of imaginary roots, however makes our situation more complicated. As a result of the classification, we will obtain that, for a simple module M, we have Proof. (i) If ∆ f = ∅ or ∆ f = ∆ re , then P M = G and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, Proposition 2.22 implies that P M is a proper parabolic subalgebra of G, Proposition 2.17 shows that M N + = 0, and by applying Proposition 1.8 we complete the proof.
(ii) This statement follows from the construction of the sets P M 1 and P M 2 and Proposition 1.8. Theorem 2.26 reduces the problem of classifying the simple modules in W fin to classifying the ones for which ∆ re = ∆ f or ∆ re = ∆ i . The former were classified in [C] in the case when G is untwisted and in [CP2] in the case when G is twisted. The rest of this paper is devoted to classifying the simple modules in W fin with ∆ re = ∆ i .
We conclude this section with some remarks. V. Futorny studied extensively weight modules over affine Lie algebras, see [F2] , [F3] , [F5] , and [F4] . In particular he has proved versions of Theorem 2.26 under certain assumptions. He has also studied the structure of parabolically induced G-modules. The statement of Theorem 2.26 is empty when P = G, i.e. when ∆ re = ∆ f or ∆ re = ∆ i . In the former case, V. Chari in [C] and V. Chari and A. Pressley in [CP1] , classified all simple G-modules in W fin . The only case which eluded classification until now is the case when ∆ re = ∆ i . In Section 4.2 below we will use Theorem 3.35 to reduce this case to the cases that are already known. In the process we will in fact classify all simple modules in W Φ fin for all subsets Φ ⊂ ∆.
2.6. Length of bounded modules. Mathieu proved in [M] that every finitely generated weight module with bounded weight multiplicities over a reductive finite dimensional Lie algebra has finite length. This statement is no longer true for an affine algebra G because there are infinitely many one dimensional modules which are trivial over [G, G] and on which D acts as multiplication by an arbitrary scalar. 
Clearly L is a generalized weight module, i.e. each element of H acts locally finitely on L. Since L is simple, it is necessarily a weight module, cf. [DMP] . Furthermore, each e α for α ∈ ∆ re acts nilpotently on L and the classification of the simple integrable weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces, [C] and [CP2] , implies that N is one dimensional and [G, G] acts trivially on L.
(ii) Let M ∈ W fin be such that Supp M ⊂ λ + Q and assume that dim
Every irreducible subquotient L of M is of one of the following types:
(a) finite dimensional; (b) parabolically induced from a standard parabolic subalgebra such that ∆ i = ∅; (c) module with ∆ i = ∆ re ; (d) infinite dimensional module with ∆ f = ∆ re ; (e) infinite dimensional and parabolically induced from a non-standard parabolic subalgebra.
We will show that M has finitely many irreducible subfactors of each type (b)-(e). We discuss each of the cases above separately.
Simple subquotients of types (b).
Without loss of generality we may assume that δ ∈ ∆ + . Assume that there are more than dN l+1 G simple subfactors of M of type (b), where l is the rank of G and N G was defined in Proposition 2.14. 
The statement is obvious for i = 0 and for i > 0 we have
The choice of s together with equation (2.15) imply that 
Simple subquotients of type (d).
The simple modules in W fin with ∆ f = ∆ re were classified in [C] and [CP2] . Every such module is either an integrable highest weight module or a loop module.
If L is a simple integrable highest weight module then the central element K acts on L by a nonzero integer scalar (positive when δ ∈ ∆ + and negative otherwise). On the other hand, [BL] shows that K acts trivially on every simple weight G-module with bounded weight multiplicities. Combining these two results we conclude that M does not have any simple highest weight subquotients with ∆ f = ∆ re .
In considering the integrable loop subquotients of M we may restrict ourselves to the case when G is untwisted. Indeed, if G = A(g, σ) = ⊕ j∈Z g¯j ⊗ t j ⊕ FD ⊕ FK is a twisted affine algebra of type X (r) n as in subsection 1.2, then its subalgebra G ′ = ⊕ j∈Z g0 ⊗ t r j ⊕ FD ⊕ FK is a untwisted affine algebra. Furthermore, since the root lattice Q ′ of G ′ has finite index in Q, the support of M is contained in the union of finitely many Q ′ -cosets. Thus it is enough to show that M has finitely many simple subquotients of type (e) in the case when G is untwisted. For the rest of this case we assume that G is untwisted. The description of the simple integrable loop G-modules in [C] implies that if L is such a module, then there exists a Borel subalgebra b of g and a b-dominant weight λ ∈ h * , and a constant a ∈ F such that
where V(λ) denotes the finite dimensional g-module with highest weight λ. Moreover, the set Supp V(λ)\W(λ) is not empty and thus it contains a miniscule weight of g. Since there are only finitely many miniscule weights of g we conclude that there are finitely many simple integrable loop subfactors of M.
Simple subqotients of type (e).
As in the previous case we assume that G is untwisted. Consider the simple subquotients of M which are parabolically induced from non-standard parabolic subalgebras corresponding to a fixed triangular decomposition of ∆. Since δ ∈ ∆ 0 , the triangular decomposition of ∆ induces a triangular decomposition of∆. If L is a simple subquotient of M parabolically induced from a parabolic corresponding to the fixed triangular decomposition of ∆, and µ ∈ Supp L, then
This equation shows that there are at most d simple subquotients of M corresponding to parabolic subalgebras with the fixed triangular decomposition. Since there are only finitely many triangular decompositions of ∆ corresponding to non-standard parabolic subalgebras, we conclude that M has finitely many simple subquotients of type (e).
This completes the proof of (ii). (iii) Since M has only finitely many infinite dimensional simple subquotients, we see that either M has a simple infinite dimensional submodule or a submodule M ′ each simple subfactor of which is one dimensional and, by (i), trivial as [G, G] -module. In the latter case it is obvious that M ′ is completely reducible. Indeed, since M is a weight module all e α and f α act trivially on M. Then, since D acts diagonally on G, G decomposes as a direct sum of the eigenspaces of D, which implies that M ′ (and consequently, M) has a one dimensional simple submodule.
3. LOCALIZATION 3.1. Localization and parabolic induction. In this subsection we will show that the twisted localization correspondence D x α commutes with the parabolic induction functors M P and V P .
Let P be a parabolic subalgebra of G corresponding to the parabolic subset P of ∆. As usual L, N + , and N − denote the Levi component, the nillradical of P, and the nillradical of the parabolic subalgebra P opp opposite to P.
We consider S as a P-module with trivial action of N + . Proposition 3.29. Let α ∈ ∆ L and let S be an f α -injective weight module whose support is included in a single Q L -coset. Then for every x in F (i) f α acts injectively on M P (S) and V P (S);
Proof. We follow the same reasoning as the one in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [G] . For completeness we provide a sketch of the proof.
To prove that f α acts injectively on V P (S), assume the contrary. Then there exists m
On the other hand, the maximality of Z P (S) and the
Thus m ∈ Z P (S) which is a contradiction.
(ii) We use again that [ f α , N − ] ⊆ N − . The statement follows by verifying that
α (R) for any U α -module R (and in particular for R = D α S). The two identities above should be understood as identities of G α -modules (see Remark 1.12). To prove the identity (3.30) we apply several times the formula
for n ∈ Z. For (3.31) we use (1.10).
α to the inclusions above we obtain
Now intersecting with M P (S) and using that
By the maximality of
) . This follows from the fact that M P (S)/Z P (S) is f α -injective (see Lemma 2.2 (ii) in [G] for the complete proof).
Localization and loop modules.
Proposition 3.32. Let G = L(g) be a untwisted affine Lie algebra, let α ∈∆, and let
Proof. The proof follows the reasoning of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [De] . For the sake of completeness we outline the important steps. It can be easily verified that
We first notice that g = Id for N ≤ 0 as it is easy to check that for
Next we show that g is well-defined. Let
Furthermore, we have that
(Here we used the fact that 
This completes the proof that g is well defined. Clearly, g is a homomorphism of L(g)-modules. Finally, to show that g is an isomorphism of L(g)-modules we construct the map inverse to g. It is defined bỹ
where N is chosen as follows. Let m i be such that f 
We have two possibilities for δ with respect to ∆ 0 .
Case 1: δ / ∈ ∆ 0 . Now L is a finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra. Then, Φ x α S as bounded L-module has finite length. Let S ′ be a simple submodule. We know that
, from Lemma 2.27 and Case 3.1 we conclude that there is a simple submodule
As in Case 3.1 we conclude that
. We are now ready to prove the main Theorem of this section. 
Proof. Let λ ∈ Supp M and let v ∈ M λ be an eigenvector of f α e α , i.e. f α e α v = cv for some c ∈ F. We fix x ∈ F to be one of the roots of the quadratic equation
By Proposition 3.34 we know that N ′ has a simple nontrivial submodule N. Using that M is simple we conclude that D x α N = M. For the last part of the proposition, assume that β ∈ ∆ f (M) and consider µ ∈ Supp N. 
Proof. We may consider M and N as submodules of a module isomorphic to 
Step 2 · m for some m ∈ M(λ) and nonnegative k. Then we fix an element u − in U(N − ) for which u − · m = v. Now using Lemma 1.11 we find
Let us fix positive integer l for which Θ −x (u − ) = f 
SIMPLE G-MODULES WITH FINITE DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT SPACES
To complete the classification we need to describe which parabolically induced modules have finite dimensional weight spaces and, in view of Theorem 3.35, to determine which parabolically induced modules have bounded weight multiplicities and to determine the cuspidal modules we obtain from them by twisted localization. 4.1. Standard and mixed type parabolic subalgebras. First we show that mixed type parabolic subalgebras do not yield any simple weight modules with finite dimensional weight spaces. 
Proof. G contains a subalgebra K isomorphic to A
(1) 1 such that P ∩ K is a mixed type Borel subalgebra of K. Consider a non-trivial K-submodule M ′ of V P (N). V. Futorny, [F2] , established that every non-trivial simple P ∩ K-highest weight module has (some) infinite dimensional weight spaces, which implies that V P (N) ∈ W fin . Our next step is to show that non trivial parabolically induced modules from standard parabolic subalgebras do not have bounded weight multiplicities. Proof. If K acts nontrivially on N, then the statement follows from the result of Britten and Lemire, [BL] . To complete the proof it is enough to prove the statement for a highest weight module of A (1) 1 on which K acts trivially. Let G ∼ = A (1) 1 and fix a root basis e n = e ⊗ t n , f = f ⊗ t n , h n = h ⊗ t n , D, K of G, where e, h, f is a standard basis of the underlying sl 2 . Assume that λ = 0 and consider the irreducible highest weight G-module with highest weight vector v such that e n · v = 0 for n ≥ 0, f n · v = 0 for n > 0, h 0 · v = λv, K · v = 0. Fix n and set v k := (e k f −n+k ) · v and X k := h k h n−k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. A direct computation shows that 4.2. Cuspidal modules. Assume that M ∈ W fin is a cuspidal module. The result of Britten and Lemire, [BL] , implies that K acts trivially on M. Theorem 3.35 shows that M is the twisted localization of a parabolically induced G-module with bounded weight multiplicities. Propositions 4.39 and 4.40 show that the corresponding parabolic subalgebra should be imaginary. Applying Theorem 4.39 we see that M is the result of a sequence of twisted localizations applied to a simple weight module which is parabolically induced from a parabolic subalgebra with Levi component isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra H = L(h) ⊕ FD ⊕ FK. The irreducible weight modules of H (up to a shift of the action of D) are in a bijection with graded homomorphisms Λ : h ⊗ F[t, t −1 ] → F[t, t −1 ]. A homomorphism Λ is called an exp-polynomial function if there exists distinct nonzero scalars λ 1 , . . . , λ k ∈ F and polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k such that
If P is a parabolic subalgebra of G 
